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The values of wHT for ions and electrons of a plasma column in a longitudinal magnetic 
field can be determined with aid of two plane probes (single and double), by measuring the 
radial and azimuthal diffusion currents with them. The values thus obtained can be used to 
determine the mean collision frequencies of electrons and ions. Examples of such measure
ments in argon are presented for various gas pressures. The values thus derived are com
pared with the calculated values. 

A longitudinal homogeneous magnetic field ap
plied to a low pressure cylindrical plasma (posi
tive column) produces in the plasma a transverse 
drift ("Hall" diffusion) of the electrons and ions 
in the azimuthal direction, perpendicular both to 
the direction of the concentration gradient (Vn II r ), 
and to the magnetic field ( H II Oz ) . [1] The diffu
sion of the electrons and ions towards the walls in 
a tube with non-conducting walls is ambipolar, with 
total velocity Vr = - Da Vn/n. To the contrary, the 
azimuthal drift takes place with velocities Vpep 
= - WHpTpVr and Veep = WHeTeVr, which differ 
from each other in direction and in magnitude. 
One of the results of this drift is the rotational 
magnetomechanic effect of the plasma. [2] 

This azimuthal diffusion can be used to deter
mine the influence of the magnetic field on the 
plasma electrons and ions, and also the mean 
collision frequencies of both (ve = Te1, "P = Tp1). 

For this purpose it is sufficient to measure the 
densities of the electron and ion currents towards 
the walls Oer and jpr) and in the azimuthal di
rection (jeep and jpep ) in the same place (say at 
the wall ) . Since 

we have 

We made measurements of this kind in inert 
gases with the aid of two probes. One probe was 
flat, and perpendicular to the radius of the tube, 
and is used to measure jr· The second was a flat 
double probe, made of two metallic square plates 
separated by a thin glass plate, the ends sealed in 

side view section AB 

view in C direction 

IZZ:i] glass c:::::J metal (Mo) 

FIG. 1. Diagrams of probes: a) dual b) single. 

glass (Fig. 1), and placed parallel to the z, r 
plane at the same distance from the axis as the 
first probe. This probe measured the ep-com
ponent of the particle current on both sides of the 
probe. By applying to these probes suitable po
tentials relative to the comparison electrode, we 
determined the electronic and ionic currents in 
the radial and azimuthal directions; from these 
currents we calculated the mean collision frequen
cies "e and "p of the plasma electrons and ions 
in the magnetic field.* The values of "e and "P 
thus obtained were compared with the calculations 
based on the effective cross sections of the gas 
molecules relative to the electrons and ions and 

*At small values of cuHT (high pressures, weak magnetic 
fields), an error can creep into the determination of the azi
muthal drift current j <I> if the probe is not accurately ·set rela
tive to the (z, r) plane. The relative error in j <I> may be of the 
order of unity if the probe is tilted relative to the radius r by 
an angle a - cuH T. However, in repeated installations of the 
probe this error becomes .random and not systematic, and is 
thus averaged in the repeated measurements. 
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f, ma/cm2 10 'vp• sec ·t w-ave. sec-1 

p, p. Hg 
I, I je<f I IP'f 

I "'He'e "'Hp'p measure· I calcu- measure- I calcu-

I I ment lation ment lation 

5 0,6 70.2 0.45 117 0. 75 0.13 0.15 0.6 -0.1 
50 0,61 11.8 0.05 19,5 0,075 1,3 1.5 3.6 -1 

500 0,62 3.1 0.006 5 0.0091 11 15 14 -10 

on the mean energy of these particles. [3- 5] The 
measurements were made in an argon-filled tube 
37 mm in diameter, at H = 400 oe and a discharge 
current of 0.5 amp. The azimuthal and radial cur
rents were measured with the corresponding 
probes many times. Example: at a pressure of 
50 p. Hg, the values obtained were Ieq~ = 1.2, 1.1, 
1.0, 1.3, 1.2, 1.2, 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 rna, with an 
average of 1.18 rna. The area of the probe used 
to measure the azimuthal current was S 1'::1 10 mm2, 

so that the average of je was 11.8 ma/cm2• The 
average measurement error does not exceed 10 
percent. 

/1=400 oe 

p,p Hg 
to5~--~~-L----~~·----~ 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the mean frequency of ion col
lision on the pressure. 

The ion and electron current densities (identi
fied by the subscripts p and e, respectively) ob
tained in this fashion are listed in the table to
gether with the values of WHT calculated for 

both particles. The results pertain to argon at H 
= 400 oe, Iz = 500 rna, and tube diameter 37 mm. 
The dependence of the experimentally obtained 
values of "P on the gas pressure in the plasma 
is shown in Fig. 2 for two magnetic fields. 

These results show that: a) in a field H = 400 oe 
the influence of the magnetic field on the electron 
(the value of w HT) remains appreciable up to 
p ~ 103 p. Hg; in ions it is small even when p 1'::1 5 p. 

Hg; b) the ion collision frequency "P is propor
tional to the pressure p, and consequently the 
mean ion velocity does not change noticeably. 
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